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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the English language arts goes beyond the basics of reading and writing.
Especially in the middle school ages, when learners are discovering themselves and the adults
they will become, the ability to read and write texts to aid them in this discovery of the self and
the larger world is essential. In an increasingly diverse and digital world, it is necessary to
prepare and arm students with multiple literacies and critical thinking skills. In order to make this
learning accessible to all students, the effective middle school teacher must differentiate
instruction based on students strengths and needs and involve students in making decisions in
their own learning. To prepare learners for life outside of the classroom, teachers must provide
students with experiences of collaborative discussion and engage them in multiple diverse texts
and genres. The purpose of this action research project was to evaluate the work of a preservice
teacher in these areas and analyze progress toward these goals. Throughout the clinical
experience, data was collected from lesson plans, materials, recordings of teaching, journal
entries, EdTPA commentary, and observations from a field supervisor. The study centers on
differentiated instruction, high leverage practices such as scaffolding and discussion, and
language arts teaching goals of culturally sustaining teaching.
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Our lives are saturated with stories from the moment we are born. From stories we are
told of our families growing up, the media we consume, to the larger narratives we construct
about our world and our lives. Some stories are created to entertain, some to make us think, and
some to sell us something, whether a literal object or an idea. Some we create for ourselves or to
share our ideas with others. Everyone has their own story. As a future English language arts
teacher of middle school students, it will be my role to guide students to writing their own
stories, discovering and developing who they are and what they believe, and appreciating the
stories of others whose lives and experiences they haven’t known for themselves. The business
of the study of literature and writing is to expand learners' understanding and skills in empathy,
critical thinking, and communication. The business of teaching is to guide students to these
understandings and skills with increasing independence and confidence.
To be an effective teacher, I must first be an engaged and curious student. I must be open
to new ideas and suggestions, reflective of my own practice, and most of all invested in my
students and their ideas, perspectives, and lives. Each student comes to my classroom with prior
knowledge and skills. Some of these were formed from previous experiences in schools, and
some from their home culture, language, and experiences that have been traditionally devalued in
schools. In my classroom, I will strive to view students through an asset perspective rather than a
deficit model that lowers expectations, and thus inhibits student learning. I need to incorporate
each students’ cultural knowledge, interests, and choice into my classroom.
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Equity, Diversity, and Cultural Responsiveness
As a white, cis-gender, middle class female like the majority of teachers in the United
States, it is vital that I examine my own biases and promote equity and social justice, celebrate
diversity, and practice culturally responsive instructional practices with an increasingly culturally
and linguistically diverse student population. Traditionally in US schools, these populations are
viewed through the deficit perspective, which “takes the position that minority students and
families are at fault for poor academic performance because: (a) students enter school without
the normative cultural knowledge and skills; and (b) parents neither value nor support their
child’s education” (Yosso, 2005, p. 75). This deficit perspective places me in the position of
savior struggling against the disadvantages and lacking skills of my students.
Instead I aim to be the champion of my students’ foundations of knowledge and skills,
even if they come from outside of the dominant culture, and find opportunities to build upon
them. I can work to center the “cultural wealth” of these communities in our classroom,
transforming not only the curriculum through the materials that I use, but also the structure and
organization of the entire classroom from instruction, to behavior management, to familial
involvement. Rather than view families as a barrier to student success, I will strive to make the
classroom a safe place for many families and students that may have negative preconceptions
due to their history with schooling, and find ways to draw on families strengths and cultural
capital.
In choosing classroom materials I need to be mindful of the erasure or limited reservation
of the stories of students of color, LGBTQ+, disabled, and other minority groups to the
heroes/heroines and holiday approach (Banks, 2010). Beyond finding ways to tell the stories that
represent the diversity of my students and the larger world, I must also make sure those
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inclusions don’t tell a single story of persecution and oppression, but celebrate the joy and
complexity of these communities’ experiences.
Beyond expanding the scope of the materials and curriculum I employ in my classroom,
the diversity of my classroom requires differentiation. Differentiation takes into account the
unique preferences, abilities, and prior knowledge of individual students and optimizes the
opportunities for all students to access the material. Differentiation includes adding variety in the
methods of presenting information to students and providing them with different options for
showing their learning and in the process they may use to create that product. When reading
difficult passages I might provide vocabulary with written and visual definitions and explain
these words in context while reading. I would also provide a recording of the text for students to
listen to while reading along and a video to accompany and clarify the reading. This practice of
planning for the individuality of students helps to insure that all students will be engaged and
able to access learning.
Community of Learners
While I want to address and celebrate individual differences, I also believe that I must
create a community of learners in the classroom. Too often my own education focused on
competition between students— who could get the best grade on the math test or have their essay
shown as an example in class. While this is one way to encourage better work from students,
especially those who are extrinsically motivated to do well in school, it can increase anxiety and
reduce the likelihood that students experience true, lasting learning. Humans learn best when
they are able to discuss with one another and share ideas and understanding. The structure and
instruction in my class should encourage my students to view one another as resources and
collaborators rather than opposition. I will serve as their guide and lantern through the darkness,
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but they will also make new connections that I would never have thought of together. In order to
learn and grow, students must be put into a place of “productive struggle” where they are given
challenging tasks and questions, which are also in Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development.
These learning goals are rigorous, but still attainable with assistance and effort.
To get to this point of self-motivated learning and collaboration I will need to model and
scaffold this process through a gradual release of responsibility. With all new concepts,
processes, and skills, it is important to begin by explaining my own thought processes and
reading and writing moves out loud to students. Then we should all work together, for instance
by reading a more difficult text with opportunities for the students to practice explaining their
thinking while we analyze the text’s themes together. Students would then be able to work in
groups to practice the skill with occasional support and explanation from me. Finally they would
work individually to show their knowledge, understanding, and/or skills. At times this cyclical
process may take place within one class period or over the course of many lessons depending on
the situation, but in general we will cycle through these steps repeatedly as students perpetually
increase their confidence and independence in the skills of language arts in analysis of texts and
writing and creating.
21st Century Teaching
Each of my students is an individual with their own unique needs, cultures, interests, and
perspectives, and I want to consider that in my planning and implementation of curriculum,
instruction, and assignments. In my classroom we will recognize and celebrate individual
differences while also working together as a collaborative team to access new knowledge,
understanding, and skills in language arts and the wider world. As that world also includes the
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ever-evolving digital landscape we will use technology as a way to access information, create,
address inequities, and shape our world.
In teaching my students how to access information online, we will explore how to use
Google and other sources like the library database effectively. We will examine the results
critically and learn how to choose reliable sources that best suit our purposes. We will use these
resources to find evidence to support our claims and answers to our questions. As Palmer (2015)
explains in her article about 21st century teaching, I want students to use the tools they have
available to them to do some self-directed learning, including using their phones to look up
questions or new vocabulary.
Besides presenting lesson content multiple ways, I also want to give them many options
of ways to create and show their understanding and that necessitates using technology. I will use
visuals, written language, audio, and present students with different digital tools that can help
them to learn such as an extension that reads webpages aloud to them if they are developing their
reading skills. We will strive to create authentic projects that address real-world issues and are
meaningful to our lives by learning to use programs like Canva, Google Suite, and others and
taking care and pride in what we create by repeatedly revising and editing until we are ready to
present it to a wider audience. These authentic learning experiences would include newspaper
articles, podcasts, videos, poems, stories, along with the more traditional essays so that students
are prepared for an academic and professional future.
Technology and digital tools are resources that I need in my classroom to differentiate
instruction and make the content accessible and relevant to my students. I am dedicated to using
it in a meaningful and integral way “as a cognitive tool to facilitate authentic student learning” as
Ertmer et al. (2015) suggest, but also acknowledge that I will be continuously learning and
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updating my understanding and skills to improve my teaching. With my students I will be
working on collectively constructing our knowledge and understanding of the world and our role
in it. I along with my students will be constantly reflecting on what I have done so far and what I
can do to move forward. I hope I can find a mentor to encourage and guide my incorporation of
technology in the classroom just as I see myself as mentoring my students through what they
cannot yet do on their own.
Theories in Practice
With my focus on increasing student interaction and cooperation in learning as well as
gradually increasing learners’ capacity and independence, the ideas of sociocultural theorists
such as Vygotsky inform my practice. Vygotsky and others like him argue for the impact that the
culture and context of learners have on their learning. Using these theories, I hope to incorporate
a culturally responsive pedagogy and use students’ cultural funds of knowledge in the classroom
as discussed earlier.
Behaviorist principles do have a role in my instructional practices. In giving both
educational and behavioral feedback, I strive for the positive reinforcement to outweigh the
negative. With positive feedback students preserve their sense of self and their efficacy and they
are more likely to continue those kinds of behaviors and actions that are reinforced. However I
also align more heavily with sociocultural and cognitive theories in that I aim to incorporate
social emotional learning in my pedagogy and be responsive to students’ needs, trusting them,
and allowing them self-determination. Although I strive for a proactive and preventive form of
classroom management, when behavioral issues arise, I hope to work with students to process
and brainstorm potential choices to move forward and potentially make amends, allowing them
to make that decision. One of my goals as a teacher is to increase my students' understanding of
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themselves as complete humans, to recognize and validate their feelings, and help them discover
strategies to cope and grow. Often this development comes from the literature and other texts we
study or from the writing we do, but also comes from our daily interactions and the relationships
we build through the unplanned moments and larger discussions that connect learning back to
students’ experiences. Teaching and learning should most of all be a balance between play,
challenge, and care.
In my teaching, I reject the concepts of uniformity, efficiency, and a view of myself as the
keeper of knowledge imparting it to fill the minds of my less knowledgeable students.
Employing cognitive learning theories, I will aid my students in constructing new knowledge by
building upon what they already know and giving them opportunities to use any new information
given to them so that they can successfully transfer it to long term memory storage. I will be
careful not to overload the working memory capacity of my students so that they are not
overwhelmed and will give them tools and strategies to increase their working memory capacity,
such as teaching different strategies for taking notes and providing graphic organizers.
Cognitive theorists also argue for the importance of connecting learning to students’ prior
knowledge as this is the only way to make learning comprehensible and meaningful. New
learning must be adapted or assimilated into our existing schemas as Piaget suggests, and
learning is a constant cycle of continuously deepening and adjusting what we already understand
and can do (Ormrod, 2019) . To that end, I will structure my instructional year in a way that
builds upon what we have already done and continuously pre-assess what students already know
and can do. Before beginning a unit on narrative writing, I may ask students to show me what
they already know about plot structure and characterization. I would then adapt my instruction
based on what students reveal to me through that assessment and use formative assessments
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throughout to gauge how they are incorporating that new knowledge into their schemas. This
unit may come after we have already read and interpreted several accessible and engaging
narratives as mentor texts so that students have a foundation of knowledge and can now apply
that knowledge through creation moving them to the top level of Bloom’s taxonomy, the most
complex learning activity (Forehand, 2011).
Following the cognitive theories of meaningful learning, everything that we do in class
must be meaningful and in the effort of meaning making. I must always explain the why to
students: why we are discussing the themes of this novel and why we are learning to write
argumentative essays. In that vein, everything must extend outside of meaning for school’s sake.
The why may come in expanding empathy for experiences and lives outside of our own, writing
and reading to extend our stamina and motivation to do so, and learning to teach peers individual
lines of research students have chosen that interest them. An aspect of this is teaching students
metacognitive strategies to monitor their own learning and giving students opportunities to judge
how well they are assimilating or accommodating new knowledge and working towards their
own goals based on their own strengths and weaknesses. These kinds of skills such as planning
for time and strategies to use on a task such as a research paper as well as self-monitoring before,
during, and after the writing process, are some of the most transferable skills that will best serve
students when they leave my class and school in general.
Conclusion
My explorations into the theories of learning that inform my teaching and the practical
experiences I have had working with adolescents so far have led me to the following research
questions in this paper. Considering the diversity of learners I collaborate with each day and that
I am likely to work with throughout my career, I was driven to consider how my planning
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approach to differentiation has changed over time. I hope to see how I am able to further
integrate technology into my planned scaffolds and adaptations for all students to access their
education and discover themselves as readers, writers, and communicators in my classroom and
the larger world. Secondly, I was driven to investigate how my approach to high-leverage
teaching practices of discussion and scaffolding for said discussion have evolved. With my focus
on creating a community of learners where students feel safe and welcome to express their ideas
and develop them through conversation with others, I need to gradually build up students’
self-efficacy and confidence in speaking, listening, and disagreeing with one another. Finally, my
purpose with this study is to discover how well the lesson plans I create align with my overall
teaching philosophy goals. I will strive to include diverse texts, prompt and support students
through critical thinking of texts, increase discussion and collaboration, and create powerful





Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have approached diversity and inclusion in education. I searched for research on differentiation
and culturally responsive education because with a diverse student body, with each learner
possessing unique strengths, needs, and backgrounds, it’s necessary to adjust instruction so that
all learners can achieve the learning targets. I also searched for studies on effective and
evidence-based practices in teaching middle school English language arts to best support my
students through this formative time to guide them in developing lasting habits as readers and
writers.  Additionally, because I would be studying my own practice and focusing on expanding
the literary canon and connecting students to stories outside of their own experience, I looked for
studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that are effective for teaching racially and culturally
diverse books and to see if there was any research on using these books in majority white, middle
class environment.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on
teaching and learning was included if it contained the following descriptors: differentiation,
culturally responsive teaching, best practices for teaching, and evidence based strategies. This
search yielded thousands of relevant articles. In order to narrow my findings and make them
more specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles that discussed
differentiation in teaching reading, writing, and other language arts skills as well as scaffolding
to support learners through this process and best practices for teaching English language arts at
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the secondary level. From there, I looked for articles that supported sub-themes that emerged
from the major articles in my literature review. These sub-themes are: 1) differentiation, 2)
high-leverage practices, and 3) culturally responsive teaching in English language arts.  For these
sub-sections, I initially searched Google Scholar and JSTOR for articles that met the keyword
criteria listed above, along with conducting a search for books in the database of the Hamersly
Library at Western Oregon University. After finding these books and articles, I hand-searched
their reference lists as sources to find additional related articles and books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the major themes: how to mentor students to become
insiders in the discipline of language arts and create supportive and collaborative learning
communities. I read each article to determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories,
and then, through a process of reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I
determined the subheadings in the literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment
of each theme and then to systematically reduce broad understandings of best practices in
teaching to specific understanding of how these themes are present in research about
differentiation and high-leverage practices specifically in teaching secondary language arts.
Teaching for Understanding and Growth for All in Language Arts
Throughout the history of education many inside and outside of the profession have held
different views on the nature of teaching and learning and the roles that students and teachers
perform in the school. There are some that view teachers as imparters of knowledge who pour
knowledge into quiet, responsive students. Teacher education programs such as mine focus on
centering students in the classroom and designing instruction to meet the needs of students and
build upon their existing framework of knowledge. To do so students must interact with the
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material presented, discuss, and collaborate to create new ideas and understanding. This is due to
further developments in the areas of learning theories and the way culture, cognitive
development, teacher attitudes, and context inform learning. I embarked on this research of the
literature to gain a further understanding of the ways in which teachers can best adapt to the
needs and current knowledge, understanding and skills of their students.
Often the study of literature and the other areas of study in language arts are considered
esoteric and far removed from information and skills students need to have to make it in the “real
world”. I strive to make language arts meaningful to students. Not all will be lovers of literature
and dissecting the craft of authors, but all can be prepared to read critically and write to expand
themselves and communicate clearly and effectively with others. While the literature typically
centered in language arts classes has often remained focused on the canon of older works written
by white men, there is an increasing focus on diversifying and increasing the relevancy of the
texts studied in class. Through inviting students into these disciplinary practices, they will be
better prepared to read and write in a digital, complex, and diverse world. In this study of the
research I also desired to deepen my understanding of the field of research on what it means to
develop students as readers and writers. I hoped to develop the idea of what it looks like to be an
insider in the field of language arts and how to best support students in this process.
Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
the sub-themes. First, I discuss differentiation. Second, I consider research on high leverage
teaching practices because they are the essential tools I will need in my toolbelt for effective
teaching and for the development of my students. Finally, I looked at research on best practices
in teaching English language arts because with the foundation of high leverage practices it is
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important to center my focus on my discipline and the most effective ways to teach it to young
learners.
A Review of Research on Differentiation
Differentiation is the process which makes inclusion and general education accessible to
all students by adapting and providing options in the classroom to correspond with each student’s
current progress toward the learning goal. In my research in this area, I hoped to find data to
reflect how practices of differentiation improve learning outcomes for students with disabilities,
gifted students, and English Language Learners (ELLs). I aimed to find strategies for
differentiation that I could implement effectively in my middle school language arts classroom
while still maintaining a cohesive and collaborative classroom culture where all students are able
to achieve the learning targets.
In some ways efforts to differentiate instruction based on the needs and current progress
of students towards learning goals contrasts with some structures that are often ingrained in the
public schools. One such structure is the prevalence of standardized testing and calls for
standardization of instruction to ensure that all students succeed on said assessments. Beginning
in the early 1900s with the rise of efficiency in factory production, theorists such as John
Franklin Bobbitt strove to apply such scientific management to education, commodifying
students as the product on this conveyor belt and teachers as the workers (Au, 2011). Remnants
of scientific management and this focus on efficiency and standardization still exist today in
education, particularly in the high stakes testing that students participate in yearly. This focus on
achievement on standardized tests has also led to teachers being given mandated and highly
structured curriculum. While in some ways standardization can help to focus instruction on skills
and knowledge that are most essential for all students to learn, the restriction also makes it more
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difficult to differentiate instruction for students.
Another contrast to differentiation in the classroom is the pullout model for additional
support for students on IEPs and ELLs. Under this model, students are taken out of the
mainstream classroom for differing amounts of time to receive extra, more individualized
instruction. The Individuals with Disabilities in Education Act mandates that students with
disabilities are guaranteed a “free and appropriate education” in the “least restrictive
environment” (LRE). Due to the reauthorizations of IDEA and the push for the LRE to become
increasingly inclusive, allowing more students with disabilities to remain in the mainstream
classroom with their non-disabled peers (Pellegrino, et. al., 2015). ELLs also increasingly are
present in the mainstream classroom and these groups in particular need planned supports to
assist them in accessing the same education of their peers through differentiation.
Due to these complications and the diversity of students, differentiation remains
necessary so that all students can learn and grow. My research on differentiation yielded a
consensus that Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is the most widespread and research-based
model of differentiation implemented in schools. Using the UDL framework, teachers design one
lesson, activity, assessment, or assignment but include within that multiple different ways to
represent information to students, multiple methods for students to show what they have learned,
and multiple ways to engage students in the material (Galiatsos et al., 2019). Often this involves
the use of technology as a way to increase forms of representation or creation, but specifically in
the case of students with disabilities, UDL and technology are often necessary to make
instruction accessible and equitable. Under UDL, assistive technology or alternatives to
traditional reading and writing processes such as audio recordings of readings or speech-to-text
are not only offered to students with processing disorders or lower reading levels, but to all
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students who choose to use them (Zascavage & Winterman, 2009). Rather than view these
supports and adaptations to instruction as tools to overcome deficits in students with disabilities,
UDL and differentiation aims to understand where students currently are and play to their
strengths to help them best meet their potential.
One aspect that became clear in my research is that differentiation is not simply changing
the standard for ELLs or students with disabilities. Tomlinson & Moon (2013) explain how
differentiation is tied up in assessment, especially in the importance of pre-assessment to
determine students' current foundations of knowledge. When it comes to assessing what students
have learned after or during instruction “one attribute should almost always remain unchanged
across all versions of the assessment: the knowledge, understanding, and skill for which students
are responsible” (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013, n.p). Although the method the student uses to show
their learning or the way they consume and interact with the material (eg.: reading or listening to
the story) may change, all students are still held to the same rigorous academic standard, except
in very special cases determined by IEPs. This mindset of high expectation and restructuring to
meet the needs of all students contrasts with the mindset that positions culturally and
linguistically diverse students and students with disabilities as inherently abnormal and as
lacking in areas that mainstream students are not (Annamma et al., 2013). Often groups such as
ELLs are painted with a broad brush, but they are a heterogenous group with varying cultures,
socio-economic backgrounds, families, prior education, and more (Rubinstein-Avila, E, 2003).
With differentiation, all students can learn, just not always in the same way or on the same day.
When teachers change their mindset in this way and learn about their students, they can focus on
what they can control, their instructional methods and creating relationships with students, over
attempting to fix what are seen as internal flaws in a child (Dyson, 2015).
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Differentiation involves many techniques and strategies that depend on the unique
situations and progress of the students in the classroom, but some general strategies exist and
overlap. For ELL students (Although it is arguably all students) it is important to build on prior
knowledge that students bring to the classroom, particularly by involving materials and activities
from their culture and families into reading, writing, and other activities (Goldenberg, 2013).
Similarly graphic organizers and visuals are especially important for ELLs to combine with
verbal and written forms of communication as they are still learning the language (Goldenberg,
2013). Cooperative learning opportunities with English speaking peers along with the ability to
use their home language in small group settings to strengthen understanding and belonging are
both important for the language development of ELL students (Rubinstein-Avila, 2003). Most of
these supports are effective in supporting learning for all students, but are essential for
scaffolding learning for emergent bilinguals. This is why the UDL model of differentiation is so
helpful as it makes it more simple for teachers to consider the needs of all learners without
becoming overwhelmed and creating different lessons and assignments for each individual.
With many students on IEPs participating in mainstream language arts classes, many
potential avenues for differentiation exist. One strategy that makes differentiation easier, but
comes with its own challenges is collaboration between content area teachers and special
education teachers. Where previously the twain worked largely in isolation, many schools now
have general educators and special educators co-teach or at the least plan together to ensure
students with disabilities are able to receive their education (Pellegrino et al., 2015). Under this
model, each of the teachers can take on a variety of roles, leading instruction, providing
individualized support, pulling groups for remediation, and more. The collaboration requires
dedication to strong, open communication built on trust and respect between educators as equally
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valuable members of the team (Pellegrino et al., 2015). Special education teachers are a limitless
source of wisdom and knowledge of best practices for differentiated instruction.
Along with differentiation to support students who are learning English and students with
disabilities, differentiation also applies to another important topic in the field of education:
culturally responsive teaching (CRT). CRT is a nebulous concept that can be touted without true
understanding or application of the concepts in the classroom, but the main idea of this
framework is that teachers hold a strengths perspective of students’ cultural and linguistic
knowledge that have not been traditionally valued in schools. Culturally responsive teachers
attempt to use this prior knowledge and skills as a bridge to academic learning and incorporate
culturally valued methods of learning and collaboration with best practices in teaching (Aceves
& Orosco, 2014). CRT is connected to another important theory with the same abbreviation that
informs educational theorists: critical race theory. Critical race theory originated in response to
Critical Legal Studies which ignored the ways that race intersected with oppressive structures of
the legal system (Ladson-Billings, 1998). Critical race theory in education considers the ways
that structural racism and other intersections such as gender and class exist in public education
and ways that educators should challenge dominant ideology and be committed to social justice
(Yosso, 2005). Gloria Ladson-Billings is a foundational theorist in this field and first used the
term “culturally relevant pedagogy”, and in 2014 she released an update to her evolving
conception of her perspectives and shift towards culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris & Alim,
2014). Culturally sustaining pedagogy strives to reach beyond the inclusion of students’ cultural
strengths in the classroom, and to prompt students to critical analysis of important issues, texts,
and policies that impact their lives and futures. Embracing this perspective rather than simply
including some hip-hop into a poetry unit or celebrating heroes and holidays, fosters learners'
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identities as agents of change not only in the classroom but in our democracy.
Culturally sustaining pedagogy (CSP) and differentiation go hand in hand. Both consider
the whole context of the student, their educational history, and take a strengths based perspective.
Within the ideas of multiple methods of representation, engagement, and action and expression
that come with UDL, teachers can purposefully integrate the concepts of CSP. Within multiple
means of representation, one can consider the inclusion of multiple perspectives from different
races, cultural, linguistic, backgrounds continuously throughout the curriculum as well as the use
of visual representations of vocabulary to enhance access for ELL students (Kieran & Anderson,
2019). In terms of engagement, teachers can make connections between instruction and content
and students’ lives outside of the classroom and allow for choice which automatically makes
learning relevant for students because they have chosen how to connect to the material (Kieran &
Anderson, 2019). In the realm of action and expression, there is the possibility that students can
share their understanding and knowledge via means that reflect their cultural and family
traditions. Included within this is the idea of recognizing different modes of communication and
teaching the idea of code switching as discussed above (Kieran & Anderson, 2019) .
While the overlaps are innumerable and both differentiated instruction (DI) and CSP are
important practices to ensure that all students can access and find meaning in their education,
there remain some cautionary notes. The practice of differentiation originates from research and
practice in special education. Historically culturally and linguistically diverse students have been
overrepresented in special education due to inequities and biases and thus some educators and
researchers resist some of the implications associated with DI wishing not to confuse culturally
and linguistically diverse students and students with disabilities (Santamaria, 2009). It is
essential to keep this distinction in mind when implementing both CSP and DI in the classroom,
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maintaining the idea that it is necessary to serve the unique needs of each learner and not make
assumptions based on any factor such as race, language, disability, or any other.
Differentiation in the classroom takes into account the diversity of the 21st century
student population and enables all students to have access to the education they need and
deserve. While earlier educational research argued for some students being visual learners and
others kinesthetic, current understanding of students’ differences in learning is much more
grounded in the reality of cognitive differences in students, cultural and linguistic diversity, as
well as student preferences and strengths. It seems almost paradoxical, but planning for
differences allows all students to achieve their highest potential.
A Review of Research on High Leverage Practices
The essential practices of effective teaching across age, discipline, and environment that
help students both to grow and learn necessary skills and content are called high leverage
practices. The Teaching Works (2020) website contains a comprehensive list of daily and
interwoven high leverage practices to guide teachers in planning for student success in learning
and improving their practice.
Discussion
The first high leverage practices that I centered in my study of the literature were leading
discussion and drawing out and interpreting students’ thoughts. In order for students to learn
from one another and create a collaborative classroom, the research agrees that discussion is
necessary (Cook-Sather, 2010, Murphy, et. al., 2009 & Soter, et al., 2008). A constructivist
approach to learning requires that students be active participants in their learning and hear the
perspectives of their peers with guidance from the teacher as facilitator who draws out responses
and reflects students’ understanding back to them in new ways that inspire more discussion.
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Discussion in the classroom is not as simple as a conversation. In her article Cook-Sather
(2010) exhibits how discussion is not only a necessary aspect of creating meaningful and lasting
learning, but also generates student responsibility for learning and provokes students to question
and follow lines of inquiry about content they are learning, why they are learning it, and how
they are learning it. In the specific framework for discussion offered by Cook-Slather (2010),
students discuss issues specific to teaching and learning with educators both orally and in writing
and expand their metacognitive awareness of the learning they are doing across the content areas.
Through discussion students lay out their thinking process whereby I can then discuss and
comment on how students arrive at their conclusions and encourage their thinking about how
they are thinking.
Another aspect of these discussions and all classroom discussions are the capacities they
have to develop empathy for diverse groups and emphasize our shared humanity.  When students
are able to have open and honest dialogue about the issues that affect them such as race, climate
change, mental health, they are able to “make classrooms more educative and human spaces
where people connect as human beings” (Cook-Slather, 2010, p. 566). Gottschalk (1994)
indicates the fact that controversial and highly relevant points of discussion increase engagement
in discussion, but also provides several warnings about refraining from making minority
participants spokespeople for their entire culture, sex, identity, or race. The role of the teacher in
these difficult and important discussions is crucial not only in the planning process of ensuring
points of discussion are not harmful to students, but also in the process of discussion. As the
teacher I must also intercede to address discriminatory responses from students that may arise
during discussion. These types of situations require tact and care particularly with middle school
students who may be repeating statements without fully comprehending them. In some cases it
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may be best to ignore and return to the topic another day. If required in the moment, I can create
distance between the student and the racist, homophobic, sexist comment they made by framing
it as a common belief amongst certain groups or by asking other students if they disagree and to
do so respectfully (Gottschalk, 1994). While discussion can create new opportunities to hear
perspectives from those who think and experience differently from them, it is also rife with
potential pitfalls and must be carefully planned.
One feature of the greater inclusion of discussion in the classroom is an increase in
student-talk and a corresponding decrease in teacher-talk. Additionally, actual discussion
replaces the ineffective initiate, respond, evaluate (IRE) cycle where the teacher asks leading
questions, one student responds and the teacher evaluates this response. The IRE cycle posits that
there is a right answer and the teacher has it and does not engage students in deeper thinking
(Cazden, 1988). This phenomenon of real discussion does not simply arise, but must be
purposefully cultivated, especially to make this increase in student-talk meaningful and
purposeful. As the teacher facilitating discussion I must not make a habit of answering my own
questions, increase wait time after asking questions to allow students time to formulate
responses, and encourage students to respond to one another rather than responding immediately
to students myself (Gottschalk, 1994). These are just some of the considerations for preparing for
and implementing discussion. In their meta-analysis of the impact of different kinds of
discussion on student comprehension, Murphy Et al. (2009) find that while overall discussion
increases student comprehension of texts, only a select few discussion techniques increased both
comprehension and simultaneously increased critical thinking around the the texts and the ideas
found in them. As both of these aspects are important for learning in language arts I focused on
learning more about one discussion technique that was proven effective in both aspects:
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Collaborative Reasoning.
Collaborative reasoning is a small-group discussion format where learners lead their own
discussions of complex and important questions from readings (Zhang & Dougherty Stahl,
2011). Students defend their positions on the big question and are expected to disagree with one
another respectfully when they have contrasting viewpoints without trying to win an argument,
but rather have an open dialogue where they collaboratively develop their understanding of the
text and think critically about its ideas. This technique of discussion not only increases
student-talk as students work in groups, but also increases their ability to question texts and
authors, developing their critical thinking. An important factor in this discussion approach are
the big questions that students are asked to address. These questions are authentic and relevant to
real world situations, and “authentic questions give rise to longer incidences of student talk,
which in most cases result in opportunities for greater elaboration of utterances by students, and
which in turn, generate reasoning and high-level thinking” (Soter, 2008, p. 375). Zhang and
Dougherty Stahl (2011) specifically examine how this discussion approach can be helpful to the
English language learners (ELLs) in the classroom. The authors illustrate that the natural and
student-led nature of the discussion provides the perfect opportunity for ELLs to practice using
academic language as well as listening to their peers and the way they use language in academic
discussions. In the small study the authors reference, ELLs who had experienced collaborative
reasoning (CR) discussions performed better than other groups of ELLs who had not experienced
CR in an assessment of English reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Not only do these types
of discussion create opportunities for all students to expand their understanding, hear contrasting
perspectives, and look critically at the texts we are reading, but they also support students like
ELLs who need extra support in accessing classroom content.
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Modeling and Scaffolding Instruction
As mentioned above these whole class and group discussions require planning and
preparation for success. They also require scaffolding to gradually release responsibility to
students as they become increasingly more proficient at waiting for natural pauses to respond to
one another and asking follow-up clarifying questions of their peers among other skills that
discussion requires. This scaffolding in discussions may take the form of modeling and
explaining my thinking aloud, asking prompting questions, summarizing points, and more
depending on the prior experience of my students (Zhang & Dougherty Stahl, 2011). This
example of modeling and scaffolding student discussion to foster their independence in doing the
same brings me to my second major focus in researching high-leverage practices: modeling and
scaffolding instruction.
High-leverage practice (HLP) #2 Explaining and modeling content, practices, and
strategies and HLP #6 Coordinating and adjusting instruction encompass these two areas of
research and often go hand in hand in instruction. The writing instruction model IMSCI
encapsulates the connection between modeling and scaffolding learners through new and
challenging processes (Read, 2010). IMSCI stands for inquiry, modeling, shared writing,
collaborative writing, and independent writing. The framework reflects the gradual release of
responsibility framework frequently used to explain scaffolding of I do, we do, you do. As the
lessons progress, support from the teacher (aka scaffolds) fades until students are able to
complete the writing skill on their own (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983). This process can be applied
to many different skills and processes along with writing. An important aspect of scaffolding
comes from the fact that the learner still completes the actual, important task or learning goal
(Shepard, 2005). The teacher may provide prompts or hints and assist with the most difficult
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parts, but the learner is still the active participant in working toward the goal.
Formative Assessment and Feedback
Interwoven with discussion and interpreting student responses to teachers and each other
are the practices of formative assessment and providing feedback to students to guide their
learning and adjust current and future instruction. HLP #15 Checking student understanding
during and at the conclusion of lessons and HLP #18 Providing oral and written feedback to
students both correspond with the ideas of formative assessment and feedback. Checking for
student understanding is one way to include informal formative assessment at various points in
the lessons to gauge students’ current knowledge and progress towards the learning objectives.
This is contrasted with summative assessment which is  used to measure the outcome of
instruction and measure what students can now understand and apply on their own (Tomlinson &
Moon, 2013). Involved in both written and oral formative checks for understanding, the teacher
must also provide oral and written feedback depending on the context. Effective feedback is
“specific, focused, and not overwhelming in scope, and supports students’ positive perceptions
of their own capability” and necessitates that the teacher make several decisions simultaneously
based on the context of their students and classroom (Teaching Works). Largely this feedback
should be focused on moving students toward improved performance in future learning tasks,
rather than on judgements of past performance on a learning task (Black & William, 2018). In
addition research has shown that attaching grades to feedback can have negative consequences
for learning whether high or low. Students tend to disregard feedback for improvement, instead
centering the competition or seemingly arbitrary judgements of the grade attached (Black &
William, 2009). The focus on grading rather than formative assessment and feedback can impact
students’ sense of self-efficacy and can be destructive to the creation of a safe, collaborative, and
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encouraging learning environment (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). While it may not be practical or
advised to disregard grading entirely, students need opportunities for practice and assessment
that is learning itself rather than a judgement on their value attached to a number or letter.
Thus feedback involves many different decisions in a short period of time particularly in
the case of informal checks for understanding and synchronous feedback. Here the teacher has to
make both a diagnostic assessment to interpret what the student’s response says about their inner
cognition and purpose, as well as a prognostic determination to decide on the best kind of
response to give to push learning forward whether that may be corrective, praise, a question to
prompt further exploration, or more (Black & William, 2009). No teacher will always make the
correct decision all of the time or will always make the correct assumptions about a student’s
intention or internal cognitive processes, but any response that helps to draw those internal
mental processes out and reinforces the student's sense of self will cause the best results.
A Review of Research on Best Practices in Language Arts
As I had looked at differentiation and high-leverage practices in the general context of
education, I also wanted to pursue research in these areas specific to my content area of English
language arts. In addition I reviewed the literature to expand my understanding of how these and
other strategies can help create a culturally responsive English language arts curriculum and
classroom. In order to motivate students and create meaningful learning in language arts teachers
need to invite students in to become insiders in the discipline of language arts and expand their
identities as readers and learners (Buehl, 2017). We do this by apprenticing them as readers,
writers, and thinkers and gradually releasing responsibility to them with increasingly difficult
texts and more independence. There are strategies and methods of mentoring students in
disciplinary literacy specific to each discipline, including language arts. In language arts this
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literacy involves understanding and questioning the moves authors make, complex discourse that
comes when discussing or analyzing literature, and the discourse of composition and grammar
(Buehl, 2017). The meaning of language arts literacy has also been changing and expanding with
the 21st century.
One aspect of language arts literacy that reflects the change is the increase of
multimodality and the expansion of the idea of a text in language arts. This means that language
arts teachers are including works like graphic novels, works of art, infographics, and more
(Serafini, 2014). Multimodality in language arts implies that more than using one type of art
form in conjunction with the traditional written works, the texts and instruction reflect the idea
that authentic composition involves multiple modes such as auditory, visual, and written at the
same time (Williams, 2014). Multimodal literacy takes into account the different methods of
meaning making and the different capabilities and limitations of each mode. Including
multimodal texts allows learners multiple points of access into the text. They can understand
how each element works on its own and in conjunction with each part to communicate meaning.
Thus after studying these mentor texts students can also become adept at creating their own
multimodal texts that can also be interdisciplinary and authentic reflections of writing outside of
school.
Also in an increasingly digital world, English teachers are adapting their curriculum and
instruction to fit the literacy needs of the 21st century student. The increase in the use of
multimodal texts is important for including text forms that are relevant and engaging to students
and thus incorporated in culturally responsive teaching practices.
Multimodality is an important aspect of increasing digital literacy. While it is often
argued that students are digital natives who have grown up with technology and have an inherent
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ability to use and understand these tools that previous generations do not, the research suggests
there is not a correlation between the kind of relationships students have with technology and
using it for learning and increasing critical thinking. Educational research reveals that while
today’s learners have often been raised with technology, they have primarily used it for
entertainment and as consumers and to communicate (Pullman & Ventimiglia, 2016). Students
need to be explicitly taught to use digital tools to find solutions to problems in their education
and later in their lives. Not only do they need to be taught how to use technology in new ways to
create and find solutions, they also need to be taught to use technology in authentically
collaborative ways and with an inquiry approach that increases critical thinking. Rather than
using computers to answer Googleable questions or to simply make slides with strict criteria and
slide counts, inclusion of digital technology should be transformative and involve students as
conspirators, making decisions and constructing knowledge together (Hicks & Turner, 2013).
Wrapped up in increasing digital literacy and cultural responsiveness, it is important not to
immediately shut down students' use of “digitalk” -- abbreviations, syntax, and alternate
spellings, and slang (Hicks & Turner, 2013). Research shows that students should be taught to
compare and contrast formal and informal versions of English and when to code switch or code
mesh (Lee & Handsfield, 2018). Code meshing is different from code switching in that it does
not separate and isolate the different languages and grammars, but reveals how they can be
blended together and increase students’ choice and power in their identity (Lee & Handsfield,
2018). Similar to culturally and linguistically diverse students using nonstandard forms of
English, this validates students' culture, family, and identities that they bring to school. The
forms of language students use such as African American Vernacular English (AAVE) and
internet language have their own specific grammar and vocabulary that students are often
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unaware of, but I can leverage their linguistic strengths to support them in learning the more
accepted forms of language that are necessary for their future in education and throughout their
lives. Constant correction serves only to demoralize learners and stifle their voices, but by
comparing and contrasting the different structures, students become aware of aspects of language
such as audience, purpose, and voice in their speaking and are able to make choices in
communication (Wheeler & Swords, 2004). As speaking is a precursor and necessary support to
writing, it follows that discussing these aspects of language provides scaffolds to students writing
and considering the same concepts of audience, purpose, and voice (Ray, 2004). Building off of
the high leverage practice of involving students in discussion, discussion of language and the
way we use it in different contexts provides students with a strong foundation as reader, writers,
and communicators in the discipline of language arts.
Writing is an integral aspect of English language arts, yet it often goes neglected or
relegated to assigning rather than actual explicit instruction about the writing process and
strategies for success. The literature shows that while there has been a lot of research and
discussion of the ideas that traditional grammar instruction and relying solely on writing for
content area learning that are the most common approaches to writing in schools are not the most
effective ways to help students to become better writers and can, in the case of disconnected
grammar instruction, have negative effects on student progress the most effective forms of
writing instruction remain unimplemented (Graham & Perin, 2007). Graham and Perin’s (2004)
meta-analysis of research on writing instruction revealed 11 approaches that improve students’
writing outcomes to varying degrees. The authors argue that each method can and should be used
in collaboration as they often rely on one another and no one approach is the solution to making
students better writers. However the methods with the largest effect size were in order teaching
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writing strategies, summarization, and collaborative writing. Many of the strategies that had
positive effects such as using model texts, collaborative writing, sentence combining, and setting
specific goals for the end product can be part of an approach that is also common in the
literature: the writing workshop model.
High leverage practices specific to language arts to increase motivation and autonomy in
the classroom include giving students reading choice and creating collaborative groups in the
form of literature circles. To build students’ stamina in reading, it is important to begin the year
with choice reading time where students choose whatever kind of book they would like to read
and including scheduled time in the classroom (Gallagher & Kittle, 2018). Gallagher & Kittle
(2018) also explain that after students have practiced reading and strengthened their skill with
this individual reading, adding in literature circles where students choose a text to study and
work in collaborative groups to read, discuss, and write about it, is another step to deeper student
understanding of language arts concepts and making students readers. In literature circles
Choice reading and collaborative groups create autonomy (DaLie, 2001).
The literature shows a need as well in modern classrooms to expand the traditional canon
of literary works we study and the kinds of writing we do to better reflect the diversity of our
world to create a multicultural and culturally sustaining classroom. An influential metaphor was
introduced by Bishop (1990) comparing the texts we study in language arts to “mirrors,
windows, and sliding glass doors”. Students of color have traditionally been faced with literature
in classrooms that serves as windows to experiences outside of their own, but not mirrors that
reflect their own lives, families, and experiences. Beyond simply providing books with
characters of color or written by more diverse authors, teachers must be careful about the type of
stories they include and the ways they are introduced and discussed in the classroom. With the
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push to include more books about BIPOC characters, often the types of novels are stories of
suffering that while important for revealing harsh truths about race in America, can color other
students' conceptions of these groups as victims without agency (Borsheim-Black &
Sarigianides, 2019). Including stories of Black joy or where the racial or other marginalized
identity of a character is present, but not the central idea of the story are important ways to
expand the range of stories that we study in the language arts curriculum, which can often be
restricted to the few texts that have always been studied.
Summary
The literature reviewed here provides a wide glance at some general high leverage
practices in English language arts instruction from both foundational and contemporary research.
Much has been proven in the literature about the necessity of such elements as effective
integration of universal design for learning, authentic and explicit instruction of digital literacy,
and diverse texts and forms of composition. Students must be actively engaged in their discovery
of these materials and new understandings and skills through discussion and consistent, specific
feedback to guide their progression. Yet, it often remains difficult within the hegemony,
curricular restrictions, systemic structures, expectations, and tradition of American public
education to immediately implement these best practices. Often the literature expresses the need
for differentiation, discussion, and culturally responsive teaching, but can seem vague on the
actual methods of implementations, especially in the unique nature of each school environment
and each community and students strengths and needs. While no teacher can be perfect, this is no
reason to concede, but rather to collaborate with peers, read, and continually dedicate myself to
self-improvement for the sake of students and the future of education and to continually renew
the passion for learning more in my field of choice.
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Given the findings of this literature review, the next chapter will explain the methods and
procedures that I used to study my own planning approach to differentiation, incorporation of
high-leverage teaching practices of scaffolding discussion, and how my lesson plans adhere to
my English language arts teaching goals of including diverse texts and promoting critical
thinking. I was motivated by my reading and discovery to question how my own teaching
reflects these high leverage practices and in what ways I could improve my teaching to better
serve my students and make learning more accessible for all. As the literature reinforced to me
the need to understand and plan for student differences, support collaboration and construction of
knowledge through discussion, and the inclusion of stories from diverse perspectives and





The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, lesson
plans, video recordings, feedback and observations from my cooperating teacher, training
materials, journals, and EdTPA materials as a means of data collection.  I will begin with a
review of action research principles to establish the foundation for this study’s method of inquiry.
Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection that helped to highlight my
instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will detail my context for the
study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of the
data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used
for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and
adjustments made to my instruction as I implemented this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was evidence of differentiation and high leverage teaching
practices in my instruction and planning.  Specifically, I examined how my implementation of
differentiation has changed over time as I have gained more teaching experience. I focused on
how these elements were evident in my teaching in general and how they were intertwined with
my goals specifically as a middle school English language arts teacher.  This focus aligned with
the following InTASC Standards for teacher professional development. Initially I focused on
Standard #2: Learning Differences and Standard # 7: Planning for Instruction, both of which
involve understanding and planning for learners’ diverse backgrounds, cultures, knowledge, and
skills through supports and adaptation. Next I centered on Standard #8 Instructional Strategies,
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which elaborates how teachers use a range of instructional strategies to meet the needs of
students, the learning objectives, and the situation and environment at hand. I also centered on
Standard # 5: Application of Content to guide my study of developing students’ critical thinking,
collaborative problem solving, and authentic engagement in language arts in a way that expands
their understanding of the world and themselves.
Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with InTASC Standards
could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My purpose of this study was
to investigate my own practices and improve my implementation of differentiation and high
leverage practices to engage all learners in my language arts classroom and make reading,
writing, and speaking in the discipline engaging and accessible for all. The research questions for
this study were:
1. How has my planning approach to differentiation changed over time?
By asking this question I aimed to discover how my approach has developed or evolved
around planning for and making adaptations to instruction to meet the needs of individuals,
groups and the whole class. I wanted to see if my approach to differentiation becomes more
individualized to my students or ways in which I further embrace the guidelines of UDL. I hoped
to investigate how my goals of being a culturally responsive teacher correspond with my
implementation of differentiation. This includes viewing students' community, personal, and
cultural differences through an asset model rather than a deficit model and involving those assets
in my classroom and teaching. Through collecting data from my lesson plans and materials
created for them, feedback from my cooperating teacher, video recordings of myself teaching,
and EdTPA documentation with a focus on this question, I can test how my implementation of
and approaches to differentiation has changed over time.
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2. How has my approach to high-leverage teaching practices such as discussion and
scaffolding changed the more I have taught?
By asking this question, I hoped to better understand how I utilize high-leverage practices
using various techniques to suit the situation and needs of students. While I have a grasp on what
these practices are in theory, I do not yet have a clear vision of how to combine and select
high-leverage practices in the real classroom. To answer this question, I examined data from my
literature review, observations from my cooperating teacher, lesson plans and all materials
created for said plans, mock EdTPA and EdTPA commentary, and video recordings of myself
teaching. Data gathered from this question was used to validate how I have varied my use of high
leverage practices in my pedagogy and actual instruction and interactions with students.
3. How do the lesson plans I create align with my English language arts teaching
philosophy goals?
Pursuing this line of research, I hoped to discover how my goals of creating a culturally
responsive teaching environment that celebrates student differences and incorporating them into
my instruction have progressed. Additionally I hoped to identify how my use of differentiation
and high leverage practices applied specifically to my English language arts pedagogy and
changed as I gained more teaching practice. My focus was also on how my practice reflects my
goals of increasing the diversity of texts in the stories they tell and their genre and modality. I
examined my teaching philosophy statement, my lesson plans from the fall of 2018 to present
day, lesson plan materials, video recordings of my teaching, and EdTPA commentary. Data
gathered from a focus on this question was used to describe how through time my teaching has
evolved in terms of my initial English language arts teaching goals.
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InTASC Standards
As a new teacher, the InTASC Standards serve as guidance and clarity on my goals and
areas to improve to become the best teacher I can be. I assume even as I progress through the
years of my career their illuminating direction will continue to aid me as I continually learn and
develop my practice. Just as educators use standards to focus instruction and ensure that all
students are progressing toward and meeting educational objectives, the InTASC standards guide
teachers’ reflections on their own growth and progress. The InTASC Standards are aligned to the
state standards for students and when an educator views their practice through these standards
they are empowered to ensure that all students can learn and help learners take ownership of their
learning. These standards paint a universal vision of techniques, approaches, and mindsets of an
effective teacher in a diverse and rapidly-evolving 21st century public education environment to
prepare students who are ready for life outside of school. While I may never reach the goals they
set forth, I can use these standards to evaluate areas where I am proficient at now and
opportunities for growth.
In this research study I have chosen three specific InTASC Standards to focus my inquiry
into my own progress and development as a teacher. The first standard I selected was Standard
#2: Learning Differences. This standard involves teachers recognizing and designing or adapting
their practice to individual, cultural, and community differences. I chose this standard because it
aligned well with my first research question about my practice regarding differentiation and
creating an inclusive classroom that makes learning accessible for all learners. This standard
includes in its essential knowledge and dispositions that the teacher views students, their
exceptionalities, prior and cultural knowledge and skills, and language differences through a
strengths-based perspective and approach instruction as building upon those. This mindset
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informs my goals to improve my implementation of differentiation to acknowledge the
individual differences of my students and provide all learners with multiple paths to discover
new understandings and multiple avenues to show me what they know and can do.
All of my research questions correspond well with Standard #7: Planning for Instruction.
Like Standard #2, aspects of this standard deal with planning for differentiating instruction and
assessment for individual goals and needs of students. Additionally this standard includes
varying instructional strategies and creating learning experiences best suited to the learning goals
and to make learning relevant to students. As my second research question centers on how I
incorporate high-leverage teaching practices, this standard specifically aligns with my inquiry
into how my practice has changed in incorporating the variety of high-leverage practices in and
selecting the practices that are most suited to the situation. Finally, my last research about how
my planning aligns with my teaching goals for English language arts instruction in its emphasis
on using assessments to inform plans that I make and evaluating my plans in relation to my goals
to adjust them to increase student success.
My first and second research questions also align with Standard #8: Instructional
Strategies. This standard focuses more on adjustments and adaptations teachers make during
instruction based on the needs of students, an example of a high-leverage practice. This practice
aligns with my goals of implementing differentiated instruction and meeting students where they
are. This standard also mentions varying one’s role as the teacher between instructor, facilitator,
audience, etc. and this corresponds with many of the high-leverage practices involving
discussion, setting up and managing group-work, and designing sequences of lessons that
maintain student engagement and increase student ownership of their own learning through
inquiry.
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Finally I chose to focus on InTASC Standard #5: Application of content, which
corresponds most strongly with my final research question, “How do the lesson plans I create
align with my English language arts teaching philosophy goals?”.  My philosophy of teaching
and learning being a constructive act between collaborative groups, that needs to foster critical
thinking among learners and expose students to multiple ways of thinking and doing that may be
outside of their own experience, is supported by this standard. In English language arts I want to
find ways to expand the canon and the types of stories and texts students are exposed to as well
as students’ identities of themselves as readers and writers in the discipline. In order to do so I
need to build their self-efficacy in questioning texts and authors. In addition I aim to create
meaningful and authentic language arts assignments and assessments that help learners to apply
their content knowledge to real world problems as this standard suggests is a mark of an effective
teacher.
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study. Action research emphasizes a focus on the
researcher as the subject of inquiry. Many times professional development for teachers is
designed in ways that are antithetical to what we know about teaching and learning in that
teachers are expected to “sit and get” training (Gould, p. 5, 2008). The framework of action
research opposes this mindset and posits that the most informative, impactful, and effective form
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of professional development occurs when teachers reflect on their own practices and biases to
improve learning in their classroom.
Action research first involves understanding what perspectives, theories, and mindsets
inform one’s practice to clarify the starting position and possible biases that may affect teaching
(Sagor, 2008). Then the researcher must survey relevant literature to their area of study to
establish their background and base of knowledge to compare and apply to their own practice, as
I have done in the literature review. Current teachers may then “tackle almost any question they
are grappling with in their question” and create a plan and process to collect data to study the
results of how their actions have impacted the classroom and learning (Gould, 2008, p. 6). As an
aspiring teacher, my process was to develop my three lines of inquiry aligned with professional
teaching standards and study my own development over time as my experience increases from
purely theoretical to engaging in instruction in my practicum. This practice of self-reflection and
analysis is invaluable for preservice teachers to become “more focused on their students, in
control of their practice, and more confident in their voice” (Lattimer, 2012, p. 19). The process
of Action Research and looking critically at the ways I can improve my teaching are invaluable
to help me become more and more independent and comfortable making instructional decisions
that will be best for my students’ learning.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provides answers
pertinent to the research questions.  As Padak and Padak (2014) observe, “Any information that
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can help you answer your questions is data” . Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools
related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following
four characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of
students, 2) comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against
themselves both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be
examined were identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and
connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different
aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak & Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was
studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the
“spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak & Padak, 1994). By focusing on
data in connection to my research questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that
emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the
study as they had relevance to my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on differentiation, high-leverage practices, and my
teaching goals as an English language arts teacher of promoting critical thinking and an inclusive
classroom, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my practice and the
interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I chose to collect are
described next.
Observation
The first type of data I collected for my study is observational data. Some of this data
came from video recordings I collected and reviewed of myself and my cooperating teacher
teaching. Secondly, it came from formal and informal observation notes I take from observing
my mentor teacher’s teaching. I also collected feedback from my mentor teacher and my field
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supervisor from observations of my teaching as data. From these sources I was able to see from
my own perspective and others’ perspectives how my implementation of differentiation and
high-leverage practices are evident in my actual instruction. By including observations I have
made of my mentor teacher teaching I can also analyze how I implement practices I observe and
shape my teaching of English language arts, incorporating the skill and expertise of a more
experienced teacher. Observational data was most effective in judging how my planning and
theory are executed in real time with real students. In this way I address all three of my research
questions through the collection and analysis of this observational data.
Document Analysis
Through document analysis, a researcher analyzes a wide range of documents to search
for common themes and patterns. Document analysis requires a wide range of quality documents
so that findings are more credible and valid. To that end I collected data from my lesson plans
created throughout my teaching program, written feedback from my mentor teacher and field
supervisor, journals, lesson plan materials, assessments, my literature review, my teaching
philosophy statement, training materials, and EdTPA commentary. By examining these
documents I searched for patterns in my approach to differentiation and high-leverage practices
in my plans and instruction as they changed over time. These written evidences tracked changes
in my perspective, approach, and depth of differentiation strategies. I was also able to look for
patterns in my selection and use of high-leverage practices such as setting up group work,
scaffolding instruction, and whole group discussion over time. This moved from intention of use
to actual evidence in practice due to the wide range of documentation I analyzed from lesson
plans to reflections to feedback. Simultaneously this document analysis assisted me in pursuing
how my goals for inclusivity and critical thinking are present in my plans and teaching. Once
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again the collection and analysis of these documents supported my investigation of all three of
my research questions, dealing with differentiation, high leverage teaching practices, and my
success in approaching my goals of culturally sustaining and evidence-based language arts
instruction.
Journaling
While I have included journals in my prior category of document analysis, I included it in
its own category due to the unique nature of this data and the use it has in this study. In this
journal, I collected informal, timely, and relevant thoughts, reflections, nuggets of wisdom from
students and my mentor teacher on teaching and learning. Journal entries reflect feelings and
reflections specific to a brief moment in time and experience and create a snapshot. Over time as
I collected more and more journal entries cataloging conversations and personal thoughts about
my plans and lessons, I had a vast array of data to pull from to address all of my research
questions, but particularly how my teaching goals from my philosophy statement are present and
influencing my plans for teaching as the year went on, I became more involved in teaching, and
gained responsibilities in the classroom.
Context of the Study
The school where I have conducted my research study is a small middle school, serving
students in the fifth through the eighth grade, in a small, rural town in Western Oregon. There are
about 100 students in each grade and the majority have been attending school virtually only due
to the COVID-19 pandemic for most of this year. However before Spring Break, school resumed
in-person instruction four days a week with some students remaining remote. Due to the
pandemic the most recent ODE school profile for my school is from the 2018-2019 academic
year. Looking into the demographic data from this document, in that year there were 500
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students enrolled in the school and 79% of them were white. The next largest ethnic/racial group
of the population is Hispanic and Latino at 13%. The student population also has a small
percentage of American Indian/Alaskan Native, Asian, Black/African American, or Multiracial
students. The racial demographics of the teachers almost perfectly match the demographics of
the student population. There is some language diversity at the school with about 8% of the
population having ever been English Language Learners, all of them being native Spanish
speakers. There is a 17% incidence of students with disabilities in the school population, and
45% of the student body access free/reduced price lunch.
There are about five teachers in each grade level, one for each subject— Math, language
arts, social studies, science, and health/PE— except for fifth grade in which there are five
teachers who each teach two subjects. The English language arts department is thus made up of
three teachers, one from grade six through eight who meet virtually in a PLC at least twice a
month. I also take part in this PLC along with my mentor teacher, the eighth grade language arts
teacher. In these meetings we discuss power standards in ELA, create assessments to measure
student progress in these areas, share resources, and analyze student data. Interdisciplinary grade
level teams also meet weekly to create common social emotional learning goals, plan instruction
in these areas, assess data, collaborate on student concerns, and create materials. I also
participate in these meetings in my role as an Instructional assistant with the eighth grade and a
student teacher.
There are five periods of ELA in the eighth grade, each being thirty minutes long in the
Comprehensive Distance Learning format. With the return to in-person instruction, classes are
now 50 minutes long. Due to the cohorting of the student population for scheduling, the students
stay with their homeroom throughout the day and rotate through the subjects. Two of the cohorts
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are hybrid groups with half of the students attending class via Zoom while the other half of the
class receives instruction in-person. Two of the five cohorts are made up entirely of students
enrolled in Algebra with about 27 students each. The other three cohorts range in size from 14 to
21 students and are made up of students who are enrolled in Math 8 or who are pulled to receive
special education services for math. While this is not universally true the students in the Algebra
cohorts tend to be higher-achieving and there is a higher incidence of students on IEPs or 504s in
the other cohorts needing educational supports, specifically in language arts. Almost all of the
students who have been identified as TAG are in the Algebra cohorts except for one student.
While mathematical ability is not necessarily a marker of students' capabilities in ELA, the more
homogeneous nature of the groups does affect the dynamic of the different class periods, the
amount of work completion seen from them, and the amount of support needed.
While students have largely been learning remotely, my mentor teacher and I most often
work from the school in her classroom where she mentors me. We discuss strategies, plans,
student concerns, supports, and more in ten minute breaks in between class periods. We also
often work together in the mornings during prep time before class begins or in the afternoon after
classes are over. We plan for upcoming lessons and units during this time, grade and give
feedback, create material, and discuss why she makes instructional decisions she makes. I largely
observe and support during class time, sometimes working with individuals and groups in
breakout rooms on zoom. I also have taught a few lessons, and will continue to take on more
responsibility in this area as the year progresses. After each teaching experience, we reflected
together and she gave me informal feedback on improvements and changes I could make to
enhance student learning. There will be many more instances of both formal and informal
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observation and feedback as the year progresses. She has fostered an environment where we are
a team making decisions and doing what is best for students together.
Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research questions. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher.
I have been working in the eighth grade language arts classroom since August 2020,
although this is my third year working at this school as an instructional assistant. I have
previously worked with many of the eighth grade students when they were in sixth grade,
especially those that needed more academic support. This new role along with the continuation
of my role as an IA and new elements of the pandemic and CDL guidance led to much
uncertainty in my position in the classroom. At the beginning, I maintained many of the support
roles I had previously provided as an IA in the language arts classroom, assisting struggling
students in small groups or one-on-one, observing instruction, and helping students stay on track
through our monitoring system called GoGuardian. From the beginning, my mentor teacher
included me and presented me to students as her collaborator and equal teacher of the class. She
involved me in her planning scope and sequence for the year's instruction, creating materials for
instruction, and allowed me to grade students’ weekly summaries. By practicing using objective
criteria aligned to learning goals and standards to assess student work and provide meaningful
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and timely feedback on these weekly assignments, I was able to track student progress and
monitor how my own approaches changed as I became more experienced and got to know the
students better. These kinds of opportunities to become an insider to my mentor teachers’
motivations and decision making processes have immensely helped me to reflect on my own
practices, approaches to student learning, and incorporate new ideas and techniques into my
teaching.
Although I would sometimes assist with instruction or teach a lesson after observing my
mentor teacher teach it in the previous lesson, the week before Thanksgiving I was able to teach
my own first mini-unit of lessons. I created all the materials and taught all of the lessons in the
three classes in which I was a student teacher. My mentor teacher did review and give me
feedback on all my lessons and collaborate with me on making changes in the best interest of
students. She also taught the lessons in the two periods when I was working in my IA roles in
other classrooms. As I continue in my role and move from half-time to full-time, I will continue
working with my mentor teacher to become more active in instruction in all of the classrooms,
including more communication with students and families.
As I take on more responsibility, I wanted to ensure that I was providing the highest
quality instruction and support possible to prepare these students for high school and the rest of
their lives as readers, writers, and speakers. Thus I was led to pursue my research questions listed
above to analyze and hopefully improve my professional practice. In this process of taking on
new roles, designing, and delivering instruction, I will be able to track how my approaches and
inclusion of differentiation and high-leverage teaching practices change throughout the year.
Overall, I will track how the experiences I create with students align with my goals as an aspiring
English language arts teacher.
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How I Studied My Teaching
To begin answering my research questions, I collected data from my clinical practice in
eighth grade language arts and the materials I have collected and literature read throughout my
time in the MAT program at WOU. Data will span from the fall of 2019 to the end of my
practicum experience in spring of 2021 with the majority of the documentation I analyze coming
from my student teaching beginning in the fall of 2020. By examining this data from where I
began as a person who had been working in education but just beginning to study learning and
teaching theories and best practices I have been able to compare how my practices have changed
through my student teaching experiences.
In the pursuit of answering my research question of how my planning approach to
differentiation has changed over time, I implemented different approaches from the UDL
framework into my lesson plans and other efforts toward differentiation in process, product, and
my presentation of materials. Through my variety of data sources, I tracked how the methods and
inclusion of differentiation have improved over time to create meaningful learning opportunities
for all students. To understand how my inclusion of different high-leverage practices have
evolved as my clinical practice advanced, I planned for inclusion of a variety of combinations of
high-leverage practices and analyzed my reflections in journals, reflections, video recordings,
and feedback from my mentor teacher and clinical supervisor. To analyze how my teaching
philosophy goals are coming through in my instructional plans, I analyzed my lesson plans and
materials, commentary from my EdTPA, and compared them to my goals from my teaching
philosophy statement. I judged how well I included diverse perspectives in the texts I assigned,
the critical thinking practices I promoted, and the ways that I increased students’ perspectives of
themselves as writers, readers, and speakers.
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Credibility
Because the consequences of Action Research are so important—my own improvement
as an educator and thus student’s improved learning outcomes and self-efficacy in language
arts— ensuring validity and reliability in my research is imperative. As the nature of this data is
largely qualitative rather than quantitative, it is necessary to carefully consider the type of data I
include and the ways in which I use it to maintain sound, trustworthy research. The first piece of
this is validity, which is the “essential truthfulness of a piece of data” (Sagor, 200). I have made
efforts to ensure validity in my data by choosing data sources that are valid sources to measure
my own teaching progress and practice— lesson plans, feedback from others, my own
reflections, and actual footage of myself teaching.
Secondly it is important to consider the question of reliability. Reliability pertains to the
claims that I make regarding my own data and requires that I do not draw too much or make
exaggerated or inaccurate conclusions based on limited samples (Sagor, 200). To ensure
reliability I have strived to collect a wide range of data from both myself and others who observe
my teaching to gather a wide base. This also corresponds to an important concept that I apply to
my own research, the triangulation approach. Triangulation involves gathering multiple, varied
sources of data and using them to validate one another thus increasing the credibility of the study
(O’leary, 2014). Thus I can use multiple sources of data to bolster and strengthen my
conclusions.
Conclusion
After conducting this study and collecting the aforementioned data, I then transitioned to
data analysis in order to discover how I have addressed my research questions in my teaching.
The collection and study of this variety of data provides a look at how I have developed as a
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teacher over the past year and where I can continue to grow to improve learning for all students.





After creating my research questions and designing the parameters of my investigation, I
began collecting and analyzing data. In this chapter, I will review that data and present the
findings discovered within. I will outline the procedures and steps I took to uncover these
findings and discoveries of how my teaching reflected or did not reflect the goals of my research
questions. Overall the goals of this project are to study my own teaching practice and determine
methods to improve my teaching practice for the betterment of all learners specifically in the
discipline of language arts. This focus led to the creation of three research questions. The first
was to discover how my planning approach to differentiation changed over time. The second was
to analyze how my approach to high-leverage teaching practices such as discussion and
scaffolding changed the more I have taught. Lastly I hoped to investigate how the lesson plans I
created align with my English language arts teaching philosophy goals. These questions arose by
informal reflection on my teaching and areas for growth I saw, as well as based on the literature
and instruction I studied in my courses at WOU.
By reviewing and analyzing this data I can answer my research questions and evaluate
my progress in my path to becoming an effective and engaging English language arts teacher. To
begin I will outline the procedures I took in data analysis. I will then present the themes that
arose  in the process of analyzing the data. Then I will detail the results relating to each research
question using evidence from my data as support of these findings. I will present all findings,
both anticipated and unanticipated, in this chapter as they are in my data.
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Procedures
To begin my data analysis I combined all of the disparate evidence into a google drive
folder and split the data into separate folders based on the form of data I collected. This included
folders for lesson plans, materials, videos of my teaching, notes from observations by my
supervisor and cooperating teacher, feedback given to students, EdTPA commentary, and journal
entries. After collating the data in this way, I read through and watched all of the videos taking
notes in the form of color coded comments on Google documents and transcribing significant
elements of the videos. I read and determined codes that appeared repeatedly in the data and
corresponded with the research questions outlined above and in previous chapters. After
completing this coding of the data. I reviewed all of the codes and grouped them to craft
outstanding themes related to them. After determining these themes, I reorganized the data into
folders based on my research questions making copies in the case of overlapping questions
addressed in the data. I then selected key pieces of data to analyze below based on each of these
questions.
Coding and Themes
Upon first reading I developed the following codes based on their prevalence in the data
and my previously determined research questions. I grouped them and color coded them based
on what I considered to be the research question they best corresponded with, while some could
be included in more than one such as the multimodality of texts which could be included under
research question 1 as well as 3.  This process of dissecting the data and uncovering
commonalities aligned with my research questions allowed for a greater understanding of how I
address these questions daily in my practice. The initial coding was very wide ranging and
required further organization so that I could determine themes to facilitate the analysis.
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Figure 1
Codes Found in Data
Codes-Research Question # 1
How has my planning
approach to differentiation
changed over time?
Codes- Research Question # 2
How has my approach to
high-leverage teaching
practices such as discussion
and scaffolding changed the
more I have taught?
Codes- Research Question # 3
How do the lesson plans I





7. Turn and talks with elbow
partners
13. Presenting criteria for
success, use of rubrics
2. Differentiation of process 8. Heterogenous Group Work 14. Scaffolding writing




9. Modeling with a think
aloud
15. Scaffolding writing
through study of models
4. Differentiation of product 10. Informal checks for
understanding
16. Using the language of
language arts and supporting
students to use it.
5. Use of student friendly
language
11. Specific and focused
feedback relevant to learning
objectives
17. Inclusion of texts by
women, authors of color, and
other underrepresented
groups
6. Integration of technology
for collaboration and
differentiation
12. Scaffolding for discussion
through expectations and
modelling
18. Multimodality of texts-
use of visuals, audios, diverse
genres, and digital texts
After the initial organization, I was able to further organize the codes into more general
themes that encapsulated the aspects of many of the codes and make it more accessible to apply





1. Differentiation Codes 1-6, 17, 18
2. Scaffolding Codes 12, 14, 15
3. Language of language arts Codes 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16
4. Formative assessment Codes 7, 10, 11
5. Collaboration Codes 6, 7, 8, 12
From these larger themes I was able to condense the themes further by observing which codes
overlapped within themes. Using this selective coding process I combined these themes into the
three themes in Figure 3. At this point, I was no longer able to condense the themes further and
had reached the conclusion of my thematic analysis.
Figure 3
Final Themes
1. Making learning accessible for all. Initial Themes 1, 2, 3
2. Fostering students as insiders in
language arts.
Initial Themes 3, 4
3. Building dialogue and community Initial Themes 2, 3, 5
With these three central themes identified I was able to apply my research questions to
my data more efficiently and effectively to my data. Using these themes I was able to apply them
to my data with my research questions in mind and fully analyze how I have progressed
throughout the graduate program and in my practicum experience in 8th grade language arts. I




How has my planning approach to differentiation changed over time?
To analyze my answer to this research question I pulled data from several different
sources: lesson plans, lesson materials, EdTPA commentary, and observation notes from my CT
and university supervisor that featured the corresponding theme of making learning accessible
for all and its corresponding sub themes.
Lesson Plans and Materials
My pool of lesson plans and materials was extensive and stretched from my first semester
in the WOU MAT program and the theoretical to the present and lessons that were planned with
my specific context at the middle school and my eighth graders with their specific needs and
strengths in mind. By studying this wide range of lesson plans and materials as my experience in
teaching and implementation of lessons increased, I was able to find several patterns. In
analyzing the data it became apparent that over time I have incorporated approaches to
differentiation more consistently and with approaches that are specific to what I know about my
students rather than the broad or unclear approaches. I was able to find instances as well where I
incorporated elements of differentiation in process, product, and presentation in the design of the
lesson, although it was often one at a time without the others. I might offer students a choice
about the project they make, but present the material in only one way. Over time I was able to
incorporate many elements of UDL into lessons at a time making learning more accessible for all
of my students particularly my students with disabilities and ELL students.
In my first lesson ever written from a purely theoretical perspective, I made some
attempts to differentiate the presentation of the material for front loading at the beginning of the
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lesson that was intended to be a first in a series about poetry. In my commentary of the lesson,
seen in Figure 4, I explain how I would attempt to meet the needs of diverse learners.
Figure 4
Jabberwocky Lesson Plan Differentiation
I used both written and audiovisual presentations of the poem so that struggling readers
can hear the poem aloud and see it represented with visuals in the case of one of the
representations which features the Muppets acting out the scenes of the poem. While I did
differentiate in this way, the mention of the review of vowels, parts of speech, and definitions
was much more general and did not include real differentiation as can be seen on the slide I
planned to use to conduct this review in Figure 5.
Figure 5
Jabberwocky Slides
The slides include a lot of text with little use of visuals to assist with student access or
understanding. In the lesson plan I do not provide differentiation in the form of scaffolding for
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this activity I am asking students to do, which is create definitions of new words they are going
to create together. In the lesson shown in Figure 6, I outline the directions I would give to
students to create this definition and the example I would use which is shown in Figure 5. In this
procedure, I make no mention of potential differentiation I could have used such as providing an
outline on students posters before they begin of each of the required elements of a definition.
This kind of differentiation of process would assist those students who might need the extra




In later lessons from my actual practicum teaching experience I begin to use more
examples of differentiation of all three varieties following UDL principles. Figure 7, a more
recent lesson from the Spring term of 2021 when students had returned to in-person instruction,
shows some developments in my implementation of differentiation.
Figure 7
Homonym Lesson Plan
In this lesson about homonyms and the role they play in puns, which comes in the middle
of a week-long unit about figures of speech and figurative language. In the commentary shown in
Figure 7 I explain how I have included multiple options for choices about how to complete the
summative assessment for this unit which are presented in this lesson. In addition, in this lesson,
I provide students with definitions and examples of homonyms, homophones, and homographs





These visuals on these slides are an attempt to make more clear for students, especially
ELLs, the difference in spelling and meaning of these words that sound the same and how they
are used to make humor and play with language. The lesson also begins with a song which uses
many different examples of figurative language, an example of using different forms of
representation of the material and to engage students in learning to motivate them.
In many of my later lessons where students are asked to complete writing assignments, I
provide students with optional sentence frames, models, and graphic organizers to support their
responses. This form of differentiation gives students a choice in the process and approach to
showing their understanding and meeting the learning objective. Some of the sentence frames I
provided for my EdTPA lessons on poetry analysis can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9
Sentence Frames for Poetry Analysis
This use of sentence frames was included based on my understanding of my students
from previous lessons with poetry that students needed support constructing analysis that
connects the choices the author made with the effect those choices have on the meaning of the
poem. However nowhere in my lesson plans did I include instruction about how to use the
sentence frames appropriately or model using them beyond briefly mentioning that they were
there for students to use. To support students in creating their own poems in the unit after
studying mentor poems, I provide students with planning outlines they can use to help them
generate ideas and construct their poem with purpose. This outline is available in Appendix A.
Outlines such as these were common throughout my lessons.
In terms of differentiation of how students processed content, terms, and ideas there were
some efforts in planning that became more prevalent as my experience progressed. There were
just a few main ways I consistently differentiated by process by using turn and talks, mixed with
whole group discussion, and written response. In Figure 10, I offer students a few options about
how to approach this construction of examples, keeping in mind the disparate situations of my
students in person and my students online. I offer those online the ability to work in breakout
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rooms and explain different ways that students could work together. I also provide the option that
students can use the support of the magnetic poetry website to formulate their responses and
generate ideas.
Figure 10
Differentiation of Process in Creation of Examples
In addition to longer partner work, I frequently planned turn and talks into my lessons as
seen in Figure 11. In this lesson where I am introducing an acronym called SWIFT to assist
students in annotating and close reading a poem, students turn and talk about what each letter
means in terms of poetry. At the beginning of the lesson, I modelled making an annotation based
off of student contribution, then we did some together and by the end students make the
annotations themselves after discussion with a partner about the term and any examples they find
in the poem. This choice reflects a gradual release of responsibility model and students are able
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to process the information out loud before they go to write and demonstrate their understanding.
Students were provided with all of the parts of the acronym before along with definitions that can
be found in Appendix B. A scaffolding element I gave to support those that were missing the
academic language or understanding of these different terms.
Figure 11
Turn and Talks About Poetry Elements
Analysis of my lesson plans shows my attention to providing students with multiple
methods to demonstrate learning and my presentation of concepts and terms was consistent and
more specific and focused as time went on. My approach to differentiation of process was less
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apparent and clear, often only presenting one or two ways for students to process information
within a lesson.
Other Examples
Several other data sources revealed the changes in my planning approach to
differentiation over time. In formal observation commentary from my university supervisor and
cooperating teacher the mentions of my approach to differentiation increased over time mainly
focusing on my approach to differentiation of product more than other forms. In Figure 12, my
supervisor mentions the checks for understanding that I have included in my lesson, but does not
include mention of how I have planned to differentiate in my lesson or evidence that is clear in
my teaching.
Figure 12
Winter University Supervisor Formal Observation
In Figure 13 which is from a more recent formal observation she observes how I
differentiate by providing students with multiple different ways to approach the assignment, in
this case by giving them multiple different ways to record themselves reading one of their
poems. This fits with the evidence from my lesson plans that differentiation of product was my
most common way to add choice and differentiation for students based on their needs.
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Figure 13
Spring University Supervisor Formal Observation
Along with these observations, my mock EdTPA and actual EdTPA also reflected the
changes in my approach to planning differentiation. In Figure 14 the mock EdTPA commentary
in response to the question about how I plan for different needs and strengths of students in my
classroom, I answer that I applied UDL principles for the whole class and certain groups, but
don’t detail those specific groups in my commentary and strategies in the commentary.
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Figure 14
Mock EdTPA Planning Commentary
In Figure 15, the commentary reveals how my approach changed from the Fall trimester
to the Spring. In the real EdTPA my explanations for the differentiation I plan to provide in my
lessons has many specific mentions of differentiation I applied for individual students based on




Research Question # 2
How has my approach to high-leverage teaching practices such as discussion and scaffolding
changed the more I have taught?
Data addressing this research question came from a variety of sources. I found evidence
of the themes matching this research question in my journal entries, videos of my teaching,
lesson plans and materials, and feedback I gave to students on formative assessments.
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Journal Entries
In looking at my journal entries there were indications that I was attempting to use
student data and formative assessments to adjust and scaffold for different groups of students. In
Figure 16, I explain how I adjusted my lesson plan to meet the needs of students and based on
feedback from my cooperating teacher and university supervisor.
Figure 16
Adjusting Instruction Based on Formative Assessment
The description of this change does not include a specific explanation of what this review
discussion looked like or how it was scaffolded to better meet the needs of students. In the
recording of this lesson, it is seen that I use Padlet to support student collaboration in the
identification of different figurative language in the song. This is scaffolded, as I had previously
pulled out lyrics with figurative language so students only had to identify them just by listening.
In the video, although I have provided the Padlet scaffold, I also provide students with the option
of responding in the chat or out loud. The transcript in Figure 17, demonstrates an example of the
IRE cycle of discussion. In this review discussion, I ask the question about one of the lyrics, wait




Figurative Language Review Video Transcript
My journal entries did not provide an extensive glimpse into the development in my uses
of high leverage practices in discussion and scaffolding based on formative assessment and
knowledge of my students. It was necessary to outline some other sources of data in regards to
this question.
Lesson Plans and Materials
Later examples of my lesson planning illustrate development in my approach to planning
and had a higher incidence of scaffolding for discussion through expectations and modeling. In
one such lesson in Appendix C, I provide students a model of discussion with my cooperating
teacher so that students have a better idea of what this should and shouldn’t look like. We then
work together to decide on a list of things that make partner work like this work well before
students go to work together to give each other feedback on their poems and finalize them. This
is an example of the gradual release of responsibility framework to support students in having
these discussions and collaborating with their partners.
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Throughout my lesson plans during distance learning I planned for students to work in
breakout groups for the you do portion of the gradual release of responsibility model. In
Appendix D, I provide an example of a discussion I planned for where students would decide on
their position on a statement by choosing a number one through four. One meaning they strongly
agree with the statement, four meaning they strongly disagree. After which they would be placed
into breakout groups to discuss with their groups before sharing out to the whole class and
having a discussion. Before students went to these breakout rooms, I included a discussion about
what it means to disagree respectfully to set expectations for the whole group discussion. This
early lesson in my student teaching reveals my attempts to scaffold student discussion and
provide students with expectations and structures to support their collaboration with one another
to construct knowledge.
However, in the video of this lesson, one can find an example of something that was
prevalent in many of my lessons. Because it took too long to review and explain the process of
renaming and the premise of the discussion, there was not enough time to send students to
breakout rooms. In the transcript of the video in Figure 18, I have asked for any students to share
why they have chosen the number they have chosen and skipped ahead to what was intended to
be the end of the discussion where students share their differing perspectives and opinions.
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Figure 18
Video Transcript Thanksgiving Discussion
Student 1: I picked number 2 because I feel like I found myself really agreeing with the video and the
essay. From prior knowledge and just my opinion I agreed with those.
Me: Okay can you give me a specific, thank you for being a brave first person to speak in the zoom
call. What specific, maybe stance, or piece of evidence stood out to you for why you agreed?
Student 1:  Let me find it. I liked in the essay the author wrote in paragraph two sentence two,  “The
feathers we wore were simply a mockery. An educator's interpretation of what an American Indian is
supposed to look like”. like I liked his viewpoints. The author’s viewpoints.
Me: So you're bringing up something that you guys did a really good job of making an inference about
yesterday. The idea of cultural misappropriation is what I'm hearing anyway. So taking a part of
someone else's culture or an idea of someone else's culture, so it might not even be an accurate way of
representing that culture and sort of putting it on as a costume. Right, is that what you're referencing?
You agreed that doing that is not a...
Student 1: Yeah just kind of like stereotyping like what it's supposed to look like and maybe not getting
all the facts and details.
Me: Awesome thank you. Does anyone have an opposing Viewpoint or maybe a different way of
looking at what the author said in that essay?
Student 2: I don’t think like it’s really a myth. Like I think kids should get taught this in school so they
might actually know how the first Thanksgiving happened.
Me: Okay so what I'm hearing you say is that the story itself of the Pilgrims and the Native Americans
coming together to celebrate a meal, that is not a myth, and so students should be aware of that
happening, and they should know about it in their schooling. Does anyone want to counter that?
Otherwise I have something, but I would like to open up to students to counter.
Student 1: I guess I'm a little bit between 2 and 3 I think. Just cuz like I think we should learn about the
first Thanksgiving, but I think that how Thanksgiving is traditionally taught, like especially when my
parents were younger, is inaccurate compared to the details that we learn now.
Me: Okay so maybe parts of the story are true and not made of but then some of it the way it is taught
to students is not the reality or it glosses over some of the more negative or harmful parts of the story.
In this discussion, I am still seen to be following the IRE cycle of discussion in that I am
the one who responds first to student prompts. I did rephrase student contributions back to them
and prompt students to elaborate further and respond to one another, but still remained the
central focal point of the discussion whom students were addressing rather than each other. The
example of Figure 18 does demonstrate how I use informal feedback to use the language of the
learning objective and to model for students how to structure and phrase their arguments. I
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reference back to how students did an excellent job making inferences (the language function of
the unit) the previous day about the term cultural misappropriation in my attempt to rephrase and
encourage Student 1 to elaborate on their perspective.
Feedback
I collected data of both written and verbal feedback I gave to students and analyzed it to
look for areas where I scaffold student use of language in the discipline of language arts and then
adjust instruction based on student understanding and skills.
In some examples of feedback, such as that provided in Figure 19, I gave students
specific feedback that supported their use of the syntax of language arts that can then be applied
in later assessments. In Figure 19, I suggest to the student a possible way they could rewrite their
response to reflect a more academic voice and structure. This feedback, while specific, is
provided after the fact and does not center on the learning objective of the lesson about
determining the theme and explaining how word choice impacts the meaning of a poem.
Figure 19
Feedback Provided to Student Modeling Syntax
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Further into my student teaching, my feedback becomes more centered on the content and
learning objectives of the lesson or unit because of my greater implementation of scaffolding to
support students in accessing the material. In Figure 20, I provide evidence of feedback to a
student who reached out for help on this assignment on an asynchronous day. I provided some
general support to match the objective of the assignment such as identifying the effects of word
choice on the tone and meaning of the song as well as a specific reference to a potential
metaphor. The feedback was timely, specific, and positive to guide the student toward the
learning objective. However the second comment shows my feedback when actually grading the
assignment nine days after it was turned in, showing a delay in general in giving feedback to
students and how it loses its specificity.
Figure 20
Feedback to Student on their Favorite Song Annotations
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In examining my data showing informal feedback to students there was a trend toward
general, positive praise rather than specific and focused feedback to guide students towards
independent achievement of the learning objective. In Figure 21, I provide feedback from my
university supervisor on feedback she overheard me giving to students during an observation
lesson. In this she notes the unspecific language used and later we discussed making this one of
my goals for the next lesson to incorporate more specific language of the unit in my verbal
feedback to students.
Figure 21
Observation Notes About Verbal Feedback
The analysis of this data provides evidence of some progress in areas of supporting
discussion amongst students and scaffolding instruction with some areas for improvement
remaining.
Research Question #3
How do the lesson plans I create align with my English language arts teaching philosophy
goals?
Evidence in my progress toward my ELA language arts teaching philosophy goals came
from multiple sources of data. I found themes relating to this goal in my EdTPA commentary,
lesson plans, materials, and video of my teaching.
Lesson Plans and Materials
Analysis of my lesson plans yielded evidence of my continual attempts to involve diverse
texts and modes of language in my instruction. From the beginning of my practicum experience
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to the end of my data collection, I incorporated a wide variety of texts from digital and print
sources, from authors of diverse backgrounds, and of many different genres.
In my first series of lessons implemented in the school year, I planned a unit surrounding
Thanksgiving and several texts with perspectives on the holiday from Native American points of
view. Figure 22 demonstrates the multimodal approach I included in this lesson by incorporating
the use of a painting and close reading it like a text. In this example as well I make reference to
the Collaborate Board that students are submitting their responses to. This is like a virtual poster
students place their ideas on like sticky notes on a platform called Nearpod.
Figure 22
Thanksgiving Lesson Multimodality
In this lesson not only do I apply the skills and language of language arts to multimodal
texts and across disciplines to the visual arts, but also use technology to increase collaboration
between students. The incorporation of multimodal texts and digital literacy continued into my
student teaching experience as time went on. In my most recent unit on poetry in the Spring, I
incorporated a wide range of poems from a variety of sources including poems from Tiktok,
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Black women, first generation American, and Native authors. In Figure 23, my EdTPA
commentary explains  the variety of texts that I selected as the focus for this unit. This is just the
first week of the unit, and the following weeks include texts by Joy Harjo, a Native poet, Naomi
Shihab Nye, a Palestinian-American poet, and more.
Figure 23
EdTPA Selection of Texts
Not all of these poems address the author’s racialized experience in America, but in each
of my lessons where we read and annotate these poems, I planned to play a recording of the
authors delivering their poems wherever possible so that students could see the author and feel
the expression behind their written words. This is also a differentiation strategy to make the
poems accessible to all reading levels and provide multiple forms of presentation. This example
in Figure 24 showcases my inclusion of differentiation and high leverage practices into my
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language arts pedagogy. Here students observe modelling from me before turning and talking to
an elbow partner to try out the strategy together. This modeling was a representation of my
theme of using the discourse and syntax of language arts and supporting students to do the same.
Figure 24
Planning for Multiple Forms of Access to the Poems
In addition to this use of scaffolding and gradual release of responsibility, which was
present throughout the whole unit, in the same unit I also incorporated multimodal texts in asking
students to analyze a song of their choice using the same methods we did the previous day with
poems. In Figure 25, the model that I presented to students using my own song was intended to
support their understanding of the expectations for the type of annotations they should make on
their own songs. This is another example of the scaffolding of academic writing through
modeling and supporting students' use of disciplinary language.
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Figure 25
My Favorite Song Analysis Model
After analyzing the lesson plans it was necessary to inspect the videos of my teaching to
observe how these intentions transferred to instruction, both in person and online.
Videos of My Teaching
In terms of fostering students as insiders in the discourse community of language arts, the
evidence increased as my practicum experience went on. In a video of my winter practicum
experience, I attempt to increase students' use and understanding of vocabulary specific to
language arts. The transcript in Figure 26, I ask all students on Zoom what it means to annotate a
text. I wait for one student to respond and then validate their response and build off of it further
with my own explanation and additions. I do not wait for other students or build in opportunities
for students to discuss with one another. Figure 26 also exhibits a high incidence of teacher talk
over student talk, a common occurrence in my earlier teaching which all took place on Zoom.
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Figure 26
Video Transcript About Annotation
Me: What we are going to do while we close read this poem, we are also going to annotate
the text like we also practiced earlier with this poem. Does anyone remember what it means
to annotate the text? What does that look like? What’s the purpose of annotating?
Student: Responds in the chat.
Me: Yep we’ve got one person that says add small notes and explanations to clarify meaning.
That's a really good definition. Thank you. so you are marking the text as you read it. You can
put questions, you can put clarifications, definitions, just parts that you noticed you can
highlight. There's lots of different kinds of markings that you can do while you annotate, and
the purpose is, yeah, to clarify to help explain your thinking of a text as you go through it to
help support your understanding of it. So that's what we're going to do. We are going to add at
least annotations based on our discussion today.
My university supervisor remarked upon another facet of this segment of the lesson in the
formal observation notes in Figure 27. She remarks on the fact that I do model how to make an
annotation in this lesson and set the expectation that students must make three annotations, but in
my modeling I do not make clear for students the qualities that make an effective annotation and
why I chose to write the annotation I did.
Figure 27
Observation Notes from University Supervisor
In later lessons, which took place in person with some students online, I discovered more
examples of my efforts to model clearly for students my thinking and use of language arts
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vocabulary. In addition there are examples of ways in which I discussed and implemented the
diverse texts I planned for. Figure 28 shows some of my EdTPA commentary of videos of my
instruction where I explain how I engaged students in discussion of the poem Still I Rise by
Maya Angelou, as well as implemented partner discussion and analysis of the poem. I
commentate on how I elicited and built upon a student’s response to the poem. Once again this
shows how in practice the format of my discussions continued to follow the IRE cycle with
myself as the center of the discussion although I do draw other students into the discussion of the
meaning of these lines. In addition, this later lesson demonstrates how I have built in more




As well as evidence of engagement in discussion of the text and the meaning in word
choice of the poem, Figure 29 also reveals one aspect of my inclusion of diverse texts that was
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evident in my data analysis. In the transcript of the video in Figure 29, it becomes clear that the
lines we are discussing is, “I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide,/Welling and swelling I bear in
the tide.” (Angelou, 1978). In the discussion, the student interprets the phrase “black ocean”, in a
way that moves the conversation away from the implications of race that is central to
understanding the text and its themes of navigating the world as a black woman.
Figure 29
Video Transcript of Imagery Discussion with Students
Student: I’m not sure if this is imagery, but in the poem she says, “I’m a black ocean, leaping
and wide, / Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.”
Me: Awesome, yes, that is totally imagery. I picture it as well. So “I’m a black ocean, leaping
and wide, / Welling and swelling”, and she was even doing that motion as well while she was
reading it. “Welling and swelling, I bear in the tide.” Ok, imagery (here I start an annotation on
the board). What image does that give you in your head?
Student: Uh, so you know how the oceans pretty deep and how it gets darker the more you
go down
Me: Oh! uh huh.
Student: So that’s what I thought of when she said, “black ocean”. And how with how they
were treating her she got darker and darker.
Me: Ok so there is that negative side to it, like she was brought down low like into the depths
of the ocean, but then if we look at the words “leaping and wide, / welling and swelling” does
that give you a different image?
Another student answers, but it is unintelligible in the video.
Me: Yeah it’s erupting, crashing on the beach, so we have two opposing images in these
lines.
This discussion, while it does involve multiple student voices and center on the text of an
important Black artist, moves away from an understanding of the pride and I do not make an
attempt to unpack the student’s understanding of blackness as negative and dark. The discussion
shows I have made attempts to support students' understanding and use of vocabulary and
connections with literature, and I do validate students' own interpretations of literature, urging
them to support their understanding using references from the text.
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Conclusion
In the process of analyzing my data in context of my research questions, I was able to
observe different ways in which my teaching has developed and patterns that have emerged in
my approach to differentiation, scaffolding, discussion, feedback, and my language arts teaching
goals. I progressively integrated more authentic differentiation aligned to the actual needs of my
students. In analyzing my approaches to discussion and scaffolding conversations between
students to construct learning, I was able to see how I still have progress to make in supporting
students in discussions with one another rather than just with me as the purveyor of knowledge.
My data exposed as well my consistent efforts to include multimodal and diverse texts in my
pedagogy. I consistently used digital tools to differentiate and provide collaborative opportunities
for students. I still have growing to do in the areas of incorporating diverse literature in my
teaching in a way that promotes critical thinking and contributes to students' understanding of
experiences outside of their own. In this way, my teaching can challenge the literary whiteness in
traditional education and foster students as engaged learners and citizens of a diverse world.
Armed with this knowledge of my teaching so far and possible areas for growth, I will be
able to continue implementing changes, learning, and improving my teaching as I progress
through my career. In the following chapter, I will discuss those next steps and changes I will
make in my own classroom next year as a result of this reflective process. I will also detail the





The purpose of this action research project was to review my own teaching practice and
to analyze how I have progressed in my attempts to meet the goals I have set for myself based on
observations of master teachers and my time in the MAT program reading research and learning
best practices from my instructors. Through this practice I hoped to discover ways I have
improved in my instructional planning and implementation and ways that I can continue to
develop my teaching to increase access and comprehension for all students and promote all
students’ learning not just in my classroom but in ways that will continue to help them
throughout their education and lives. The research questions that I ventured to answer in this
study were: 1) How has my planning approach to differentiation changed over time? 2) How has
my approach to high-leverage teaching practices such as discussion and scaffolding changed the
more I have taught? 3) How do the lesson plans I create align with my English language arts
teaching philosophy goals? From the research conducted in my literature review, I concluded
some of the best practices to improve differentiation such as UDL and scaffold interactions
between students so that they can use the language of the discipline and build their understanding
of language arts content together. Included in this was the idea of making learning relevant for all
students using a variety of diverse texts and modalities.
Through analysis of my variety of data sources I was able to find discernible patterns in
my teaching and come to several conclusions about my current teaching practices. I will discuss
those results, the limitations of my study, and goals for my future teaching and research.
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Results
Generally, the results of my data analysis indicate some positive progress towards my
teaching goals and the high leverage practices highlighted in educational research. There are also
several areas that require further growth and development some of which were not included in
my original research questions.
In regards to my first research question, How has my planning approach to differentiation
changed over time?, I found several results based on my lesson plans and materials, journal
entries, EdTPA planning commentary, and observations from my WOU supervisor. The results
indicated that my implementation of UDL principles and differentiation based on the needs of
students increased corresponding with my experience in my clinical practice. The strategies
employed became more focused on informal and formal assessment of students and knowledge I
gathered of their needs and strengths as well as their IEPS and 504 plans. However there were
also areas for growth within the results of this research question, such as the need for more
consistent implementation of differentiation, especially in presentation and process students can
use to approach learning. Additionally results showed that while I provided differentiation
through options like sentence frames, I didn’t necessarily facilitate their use of those supports
through explicit instruction or modeling. While I have found an increasingly individualized and
focused approach to differentiation in my data, these areas for growth will continue to be at the
forefront of my mind as I continue in teaching to ensure that all students are able to make
meaning from my instruction and have choice and autonomy in their learning.
Through the examination of data such as journal entries, videos of my teaching, lesson
plans and materials, and feedback I gave to students on formative assessments, I uncovered
results for my second research question: How has my approach to high-leverage teaching
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practices such as discussion and scaffolding changed the more I have taught? In the analysis of
the data, I discovered some progress towards more incorporation of student centered discussion
and scaffolding of student learning, writing, and discussion. From Fall to Spring, especially with
the transition from online to in-person instruction I was able to more effectively and routinely
implement strategies such as turn and talks and whole group discussions so that students could
construct knowledge together. However, while evidence of this effort did increase over time, the
majority of discussion in my instruction continued to be teacher directed and centered with fewer
opportunities for students to talk to one another than to respond to my questions. In terms of
scaffolding for discussion, I consistently employed the gradual release of responsibility model to
support students through understanding and application of content and skills. In this case the
implementation became more consistently applied in practice when we transitioned from online
to in-person instruction. My feedback on formative assessment also showed evidence of using
written and oral feedback to scaffold students' understanding of key concepts and skills and help
them progress toward the learning targets. My results returned promising progress towards
implementation of HLPs of scaffolding, discussion, and feedback to promote constructive and
meaningful learning.
Finally the results of my third research question, How do the lesson plans I create align
with my English language arts teaching philosophy goals?, came from my analysis of data from
my EdTPA commentary, lesson plans, materials, and video of my teaching. The analysis revealed
a consistent implementation of diverse and multimodal texts, as well as digital tools to support
students’ collaboration and digital literacy. Within this commitment to diverse perspectives, there
remained some areas for improvement such as using these texts to promote deeper critical
thinking and connect the ideas from the texts we study and skills learned in language arts to their
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community, the world, and their lives outside of school. In this approach to include diverse texts,
I incorporated attempts to have difficult conversations about race and identity. The data show a
need to continue researching, learning, and committing to these conversations so that students
can fully discover the diversity of experiences in the world through reading and writing.
Additionally, although I did find evidence of attempts to support students as insiders in the
discourse community and in using the academic language of English language arts through
sentence stems, modeling, and scaffolded partner work, there remained some gaps in my
consistency. In many cases I used unspecific verbal feedback rather than reinforcing the language
of the learning target and did not consistently provide opportunities for students to use the
academic language together in discussion. As I progress in my career, I will continue to refer
back to these philosophical goals and improve my teaching to better meet them.
Limitations
While the results of this study do show positive improvement in general towards my
teaching goals and use of best practices, there were several limitations that are important to note
here. The first was that I was not able to study the effects of my teaching on students during the
course of this study. This would have been a clear way to observe how differences in my
approach to strategies such as differentiation and turn and talks affected students' learning
outcomes. Secondly the continuation of the COVID-19 pandemic continued to affect the type of
instruction I was able to do, my stress levels, and my ability to collect data. When my data
collection began we were in comprehensive distance learning and during the process we
transitioned to in-person instruction with some students remaining online. This was like starting
the school year all over again in March and included many new challenges such as figuring out
procedures and setting classroom expectations as well as adapting lesson plans.
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Another limitation of this study was the focus of my research questions. While important
questions to consider, I have discovered through my analysis there are some other perhaps more
pertinent questions, involving classroom management and motivation, I could have asked in
hindset to improve my practice as a novice teacher. I will detail these in further detail in the
following section.
Future Goals
Due to the results of the data and the limitations of the study, I have several goals moving
forward to continue reflecting on and improving my teaching to make my future classroom an
engaging, safe, equitable, and collaborative community. I will continue to try out different
techniques to differentiate and apply UDL in all lesson plans. Some exciting ideas I hope to
implement next year include student choice boards where students can choose from a selected
list of content, process, and product for example during a choice reading unit. I will continue to
offer differentiation through digital tools as much as possible given the resources available at the
school. Tied in with this goal are two areas of focus that were not present in my study:
motivation and classroom management. I plan to spend more time researching, reflecting, and
studying my practice in these areas as I progress. I hope that in increasing students’ ability to
choose and play an active role in their learning, this will increase intrinsic motivation.
Additionally, respecting and trusting students’ abilities to make choices and play that
independent role should assist with fostering positive relationships with students which goes a
long way in creating a positive classroom climate. These subjects are quite a bit more complex
than this however and will require study and commitment to their cause.
To further my reflection and growth in implementing discussion in my classroom, I plan
to do more research and planning this summer into different student-led discussion and learning
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techniques such as socratic seminars and the jigsaw learning strategy. I hope to implement these
in my own classroom so that students are reliant on one another as a cooperative community to
problem solve and develop new understandings of the literature, social issues, and human
questions we will discuss in class. To scaffold these discussions, I plan to model the kinds of
interactions I hope students will have and involve students in deciding the standards and criteria
of success for them. Once again this should help to achieve student buy-in and promote
metacognition about effective discussion and collaboration.
Finally I believe I will be working towards my English language arts teaching philosophy
goals throughout my career. They will require constant commitment to evaluating my privilege,
biases, and choices to ensure that I am providing an equitable and safe learning environment for
all students. One of my largest goals moving forward will be to find opportunities to support
students through critical thinking in my pedagogy. One of the most important roles of a teacher is
to model and prepare students to be empathetic, engaged, and active citizens of the world no
matter the content area. I plan to research and plan further how to engage students in real life
activism and change through the language arts curriculum whether that be through poetry, letters
to lawmakers, or podcasting. Language can be a tool of oppression and control, but also of power
and freedom when democratized and wielded for good and progress. As a language arts teacher, I
aim to give students that power and freedom.
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Appendix A Poem Graphic Organizer
Your Simile and Metaphor Poem
You will write a poem in the style of Maya Angelou’s poem, Still I Rise. You will be using similes
and metaphors to share a similar theme of self-confidence and overcoming obstacles. Use this
document to help you plan, write, and edit your poem. After you have written your poem you will
complete a peer revision with your partner.
Planning:






2. Your poem needs to include at least two similes and metaphors. If you want to include





3. Write your poem below. You need at least 8 lines of poetry, but the structure
such as the number of stanzas or the use of rhyme are completely up to you.
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Appendix B SWIFT Acronym Definitions
SWIFT
Terms Notes
Structure How the poem is organized. This includes rhyme, alliteration,
line lengths, and repetition. There are many different ways a
poem can be structured (free verse, stanzas, punctuation, line
breaks, syllable pattern).
Word Choice The specific words a poet uses to bring out emotion. The
connotation of the words creates the tone.
1. Connotation- The feelings and associations that certain
words give. More than the dictionary definition.
2. Tone - the attitude the author creates through their
writing.
Imagery Imagery- Descriptive language that paints a picture and relies
on the five senses. There is often overlap between figurative
language and imagery.
Figurative language Language used in a nonliteral way. The examples we are
focusing on are simile, hyperbole, metaphor, and
personification.
Theme The message the author is sending about the topic they are
writing about and about life. They might not come right out and
say it, but it shows in their writing.
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Appendix C Poetry Peer Review Lesson Plan
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Appendix D Virtual Four Corners Discussion Lesson Plan




Teacher references responses to yesterday’s
warm up and their skill in determining the
meaning of cultural misappropriation as well as
their interesting choices of Thanksgiving food.
One more reminder that an inference is not just a
guess.
Teacher asks students to take out their
documents from yesterday and informs students
that today they will be having a discussion about
the texts we have read and watched. The teacher
explains that in a minute they will say a
controversial statement and students will have to
decide if they strongly agree, agree, disagree, or
strongly disagree with the statement.
The teacher gives the prompt: The traditional
story of Thanksgiving is a myth and it should not
be taught to students. The teacher asks students
to rename themselves with a 1 if they strongly
agree, 2 if they agree, 3 if they disagree, and a 4 if
they strongly disagree in front of their name
without deleting their name. Teacher
demonstrates on their own name before changing
settings to allow students to rename.
Teacher takes attendance while students rename
themselves.
Motivation/Hook:
Students get out their graphic
organizers from the day before.
Students rename themselves
with a 1, 2, 3, or 4 in front of
their name and respond when





Teacher explains that we are going to focus today
on having a respectful discussion. Teacher shares
the document explaining activity and asks for
students to unmute or share in the chat what it
means to listen and disagree respectfully.
Teacher types students’ answers into the
document as the norms for discussion.
Teacher explains that students are now going to
be placed into breakout groups according to the
number they chose where they will discuss with
their other group members why they chose that
Teaching Application:
Students volunteer responses of
what it means to agree or
disagree respectfully.
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number. While in their groups students will
answer the questions in the document posted as
today’s assignment in the Google classroom. They
do not have to take notes on this document
unless it will help them when we come back
together as a whole group for discussion.
Students open the document
from the google classroom with
the questions.
8 minutes Group Application:
Teacher opens the breakout rooms and moves
between rooms to observe and facilitate
discussion if necessary.
Teacher instructs each group to elect a
spokesperson who will summarize the group’s
discussion.
Group Application:
Students answer the questions
and discuss their position
together.
Students elect a spokesperson.
10 minutes Group Application:
Teacher closes the breakout rooms.
Teacher calls on each group spokesperson to
summarize what their group discussed.
After all groups have gone, the teacher asks if
anyone has any respectful clarifying questions for
another group.
The teacher asks if anyone changed their mind.
Group Application:




Students ask and answer any
clarifying questions and debate
respectfully.
Students respond and explain
why if they did.
